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Executive summary

Purpose of this letter

Our Annual Audit Letter (Letter) summarises the key findings arising from the 

work that we have carried out at Bournemouth Borough Council (the Council) for 

the year ended 31 March 2016.

This Letter is intended to provide a commentary on the results of our work to the 

Council and its external stakeholders, and to highlight issues that we wish to draw 

to the attention of the public.  In preparing this letter, we have followed the 

National Audit Office (NAO)'s Code of Audit Practice (the Code) and  Auditor 

Guidance Note (AGN) 07 – 'Auditor Reporting'.

We reported the detailed findings from our audit work to the Council's Audit and 

Governance Committee as those charged with governance in our Audit Findings 

Report on 14 September 2016.

Our responsibilities

We have carried out our audit in accordance with the NAO's Code of Audit 

Practice, which reflects the requirements of the Local Audit and Accountability 

Act 2014 (the Act). Our key responsibilities are to:

• give an opinion on the Council's financial statements (section two)

• assess the Council's arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and 

effectiveness in its use of resources (the value for money conclusion) (section 

three).

In our audit of the Council's financial statements, we comply with International 

Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland) (ISAs) and other guidance issued by the 

NAO.

Our work

Financial statements opinion

We gave an unqualified opinion on the Council's financial statements on 15 

September 2016.

Value for money conclusion

We were satisfied that the Council put in place proper arrangements to ensure 

economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources during the year ended 

31 March 2016. We reflected this in our audit opinion on 15 September 2016.
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Whole of government accounts 

We completed work on the Council's consolidation return following guidance 

issued by the NAO and issued an unqualified report on15 September 2016 .

Certificate

We certified that we had completed the audit of the accounts of the Council in 

accordance with the requirements of the Code on 15 September 2016  

Certification of grants

We also carry out work to certify the Council's Housing Benefit subsidy claim on 

behalf of the Department for Work and Pensions. Our work on this claim is not 

yet complete and will be finalised by 30 November 2016. We will report the results 

of this work to the Audit and Governance Committee in our Annual Certification 

Letter.

We would like to record our appreciation for the assistance and co-operation

provided to us during our audit by the Council's staff.

Grant Thornton UK LLP

October 2016
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Audit of  the accounts

Our audit approach

Materiality

In our audit of the Council's accounts, we use the concept of materiality to 

determine the nature, timing and extent of our work, and in evaluating the results 

of our work. We define materiality as the size of the misstatement in the financial 

statements that would lead a reasonably knowledgeable person to change or 

influence their economic decisions. 

We determined materiality for our audit of the Council's accounts to be 

£9,576,000, which is 2% of the Council's gross revenue expenditure. We used this 

benchmark, as in our view, users of the Council's accounts are most interested in 

how it has spent the income it has raised from taxation and grants during the year. 

We also set a lower level of specific materiality for certain areas such as cash, 

related party  transactions, senior officer remuneration and Members allowances. 

We set a lower threshold of £479,000,  above which we reported errors to the 

Audit and Governance Committee in our Audit Findings Report.

The scope of our audit

Our audit involves obtaining enough evidence about the amounts and 

disclosures in the financial statements to give reasonable assurance that they are 

free from material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or error. 

This includes assessing whether: 

• the Council's accounting policies are appropriate, have been consistently 

applied and adequately disclosed; 

• significant accounting estimates made by management are reasonable; and

• the overall presentation of the financial statements gives a true and fair view.

We also read the Narrative Report and Annual Governance Statement to check 

they are consistent with our understanding of the Council and with the accounts 

on which we give our opinion.

We carry out our audit in line with ISAs (UK and Ireland) and the NAO Code 

of Audit Practice. We believe the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient 

and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Our audit approach was based on a thorough understanding of the Council's 

business and is risk based. 

We identified key risks and set out overleaf the work we performed in response 

to these risks and the results of this work.
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Audit of  the accounts  Council

Risks identified in our audit plan How we responded to the risk

Management over-ride of controls

Under ISA (UK&I) 240 it is presumed  that the risk of  
management  over-ride of controls is present in all entities.

As part of our work we have:

• Reviewed the Council's entity level controls.

• Tested journal entries.

• Reviewed accounting estimates, judgements and decisions made by management.

• Reviewed unusual significant transactions.

We did not identify any issues to report. 

Valuation of property, plant and equipment
The Council revalues its assets on a rolling basis over a five 
year period. The Code requires that the Council ensures that  
the carrying value at the balance sheet date is not materially 
different from the current value. This represents a significant 
estimate by management in the financial statements.

As part of our audit work we have: 

• Reviewed management's processes and assumptions for the calculation of the estimate.

• Reviewed the competence, expertise and objectivity of any management experts used.

• Reviewed the instructions issued to valuation experts and the scope of their work.

• Discussed with the Council's valuer the basis on which the valuation was carried out, challenging the key 
assumptions.

• Reviewed and challenge the information used by the valuer to ensure it was robust and consistent with our 
understanding.

• Tested revaluations made during the year to ensure they were input correctly into the Council's asset register.

• Evaluated the assumptions made by management for those assets not revalued during the year and how 
management satisfied themselves that these  were not materially different to current value.

We did not identify any issues to report. 

One-off/unusual transactions
The Council Implementation a new accounting system to Oracle 
Fusion from the start of the year

• Verified that the opening balances have been correctly transferred into the new system.

• Walked through the significant cycles to identify the controls in place

• Tested the IT entity controls within the new system

We did not identify any issues to report. 

These are the risks which had the greatest impact on our overall strategy and where we focused more of our work. 
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Audit of  the accounts
Audit opinion

We gave an unqualified opinion on the Council's accounts on 15 September 2016, in 

advance of the 30 September 2016 national deadline.

The Council made the accounts available for audit in line with the agreed timetable. The 

Council has increased the number of working papers provided for audit. The quality of 

the working papers has strengthened from prior years, but this still remains an area where 

further improvements are required. In particular, audit trails supporting the year end 

balances for Debtors and Creditors balances needed to demonstrate the year end 

balances not the movements in the year. We will continue to work with the Council to 

refine the working papers further for 2016/17. The finance team responded promptly 

and efficiently to our queries during the course of the audit.

The change of the accounts preparation deadline from 30 June to 31 May and auditor 

deadline from 30 September to 31 July for 2017-18 will be a challenge for the Council. 

The Council will need to review their closedown timetable with the aim of bringing 

forward tasks and reviewing areas where a greater use of estimates will be required. The 

commitment of council officers outside of central finance to the accounts process will 

also be crucial in assisting with earlier closedown. The Council needs  to start planning 

for this change now and should aim to achieve a sign off of its 2016-17 audited financial 

statements in the first week of September at the latest.

Issues arising from the audit of the accounts

We reported the key issues from our audit of the accounts to the Council's Audit and 

Governance Committee on 14 September 2016. 

In addition to the key audit risks reported above, we identified one adjustment affecting 

the Council's reported financial position. The draft financial statements for the year 

ended 31 March 2016 recorded a net deficit on total comprehensive income and 

expenditure of £41,361k; the audited financial statements disclosed net deficit on total 

comprehensive income and expenditure of £48,803k.  This increase of £7,442k resulted 

from revised pension statements received from the actuary after the Council submitted 

their financial statements for audit.

A few disclosure changes to the financial statements  resulting from the audit 

were identified, the most significant was a  misclassifications of Debtor and 

Creditor balances of £6,207k . The Council amended the final version of their 

financial statements to correct all disclosure issues.

Annual Governance Statement and Narrative Report

We are also required to review the Council's Annual Governance Statement 

and Narrative Report. It published them on its website with the draft accounts 

in line with the national deadlines. Both documents were prepared in line with 

the relevant guidance and were consistent with  the supporting evidence 

provided by the Council and with our knowledge of the Council. 

Whole of Government Accounts (WGA) 

We carried out work on the Council's consolidation schedule in line with 

instructions provided by the NAO . We issued a group assurance certificate 

which did not identify any issues for the group auditor to consider.

Other statutory duties 

We also have additional powers and duties under the Act, including powers to 

issue a public interest report, make written recommendations, apply to the 

Court for a declaration that an item of account is contrary to law, and to give 

electors the opportunity to raise questions about the Council's accounts and to 

raise objections received in relation to the accounts. We have not had to use 

any of these additional powers.
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Value for Money conclusion

Background

We carried out our review in accordance with the NAO Code of Audit Practice 

(the Code), following the guidance issued by the NAO in November 2015 which 

specified the criterion for auditors to evaluate:

In all significant respects, the audited body takes properly informed decisions and deploys resources 

to achieve planned and sustainable outcomes for taxpayers and local people. 

Key findings

Our first step in carrying out our work was to perform a risk assessment and 

identify the key risks where we concentrated our work.

The key risks we identified and the work we performed are set out in table 2 

overleaf.

Overall VfM conclusion

We are satisfied that in all significant respects the Council put in place proper 

arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of 

resources for the year ending 31 March 2016.
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Value for Money 

Risk identified Work carried out Findings and conclusions

Kier/Mouchel contract
The Council cancelled its contract with 
Kier/Mouchel and bought the Revenues 
and Benefits, Human Resources, IT and 
Facilities Management services back in
house on 1 June 2016.

We reviewed the project management and risk 
assurance frameworks established by the Council to 
establish how it  identified, managed and monitored 
the risk of transitioning these services.

Overall we have found that the Council had put in place robust arrangements to 
transfer services back in house. We observed good project governance in 
place, with clear roles and responsibilities outlined in the governance structure.  
A detailed project plan and risk register was kept updated throughout the 
transfer and post transfer stage. A joint exit plan was in place between the 
Council and Keir to ensure smooth cessation of the outsourced contract and 
transfer of services to the Council.

On that basis we concluded that the risk was sufficiently mitigated and the 
Council has proper arrangements in place.

Financial outturn and Financial 
sustainability
The Council forecast that it will incur a 
surplus in 2015/16 of £0.9million. 
However, with future reductions in Central 
Government funding. The Council had 
identified a funding gap of £8million for 
2017/18 and £16.4m for £2019/20.

We reviewed the Council's arrangements for putting 
together and agreeing its budget, including 
identification of savings plans; and its arrangements 
for monitoring and managing delivery of its budget 
and savings plans for 2015/16, including the impact 
on service delivery. As part of our review we 
reviewed and assess the robustness of the medium 
term financial plan and outlined possible challenges 
and areas of risk as the Council moves forward.

Despite the loss of funding from Government and increasing demands and 
pressures on services an overall positive outturn position of £1,330k has been 
achieved in 2015/16. The outturn surplus has been achieved despite significant 
service pressures and on-going increasing demand for key statutory services 
within Adults’ and Children’s services as well as significant cost pressures 
experienced within Environment and Regeneration service. 

Unearmarked Reserves have reduced from £10.4m at the start of the 2015/16 
financial year to £8.5m as at 31st March 2016. This enabled the Council to 
support service delivery and to meet its challenging savings targets by creating 
and utilising where needed the central revenue contingency.

Earmarked Reserves have reduced from £33.8m at the start of the financial 
year to £24.3m as at the 31st March 2016. This was partly due to applying 
resources in line with the reason for them having been earmarked and partly as 
per the agreed changes in line with the 2016/17 Budget Report.

On that basis we concluded that the risk was sufficiently mitigated and the 
Council has proper arrangements in place.

The financial position for 2016/17 remains challenging. The Council are 
forecasting a £3.8m deficit with the main areas of overspend in Adult Social 
Care and Environmental services. The Council is working to reduce these 
overspends. Work is also continuing on closing the 2017/18 financial gap and 
cumulative gap to March 20120 of £7.3m and £13.7m respectively. 

Table 2: Value for money risks
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Working with the Council

Our work with you in 2015/16

We are really pleased to have worked with you  over the past year. We 

have established a positive and constructive relationship. Together we 

have delivered some great outcomes. 

An efficient audit – we delivered the accounts audit 15 days before the 

deadline and in line with the timescale we agreed with you. The on site 

post statements fieldwork commenced on 1 August 2016 and was 

completed by the end of the month which is an improvement  on previous 

years.

Our audit team are knowledgeable and experienced in your financial 

accounts and systems. Our relationship with your team provides you with 

a financial statements audit that continues to finish ahead of schedule 

releasing your finance team for other important work. 

Improved financial processes – during the year we reviewed your 

financial systems and processes including employee remuneration, non-

pay expenditure and property plant and equipment. We made 

recommendations to improve controls over coding items on the financial 

ledger, the IT environment, revaluation of assets and bank reconciliations.

Understanding your operational health – through the value for money 

conclusion we provided you with assurance on your operational 

effectiveness over the transition of services from Kier/Mouchel and on 

progress on meeting your future financial challenges.

Sharing our insight – we provided regular Audit and Governance 

Committee updates covering best practice. Areas we covered included 

Innovation in public financial management, Knowing the Ropes – Audit 

Committee Effectiveness Review, Making devolution work, Reforging local 

government. 

We have  also shared with you our insights on advanced closure of local 

authority accounts, in our publication "Transforming the financial reporting 

of local authority accounts" and will continue to provide you with our 

insights as you  bring forward your production of your year-end accounts.

Thought leadership –We have  shared with you our publication on 

Building a successful joint venture and will continue to support you as you 

consider greater use of alternative delivery models for your services. 

Providing training – we provided your teams with training on financial 

accounts and annual reporting.  The courses were attended by senior 

finance officers.

Providing information – We provided you with access to CFO insights, 

our online analysis tool providing you with access to insight on the financial 

performance, socio-economy context and service outcomes of councils 

across the country.  
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Working with the Council

Working with you in 2016/17

Highways Network Asset 

The Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting (the Code) requires 

authorities to account for Highways Network Asset (HNA) at depreciated 

replacement cost (DRC) from 1 April 2016. The Code sets out the key 

principles but also requires compliance with the requirements of the 

recently published Code of Practice on the Highways Network Asset (the 

HNA Code), which defines the assets or components that will comprise the 

HNA. This includes roads, footways, structures such as bridges, street 

lighting, street furniture and associated land. These assets should always 

have been recognised within Infrastructure Assets. 

The Code includes transitional arrangements for the change in asset 

classification and the basis of measurement from depreciated historic cost 

(DHC) to DRC under which these assets  will be separated from other 

infrastructure assets, which will continue to be measured at DHC.

This is expected to have a significant impact on the Council's 2016/17 

accounts, both in values and levels of disclosure, and may require 

considerable work to establish the opening inventory and condition of the 

HNA as at 1 April 2016.

Under the current basis of accounting values will only have been recorded 

against individual assets or components acquired after the inception of 

capital accounting for infrastructure assets by local authorities.  Authorities 

may therefore have to develop new accounting records to support the 

change in classification and valuation of the HNA. 

.

The nature of these changes means that Finance officers will need to work closely 

with colleagues in the highways department and potentially also to engage other 

specialists to support this work.

Some of the calculations are likely to be complex and will involve the use of 

external models, a combination of national and locally generated rates and a 

number of significant estimates and assumptions.

We have been working with the Council on the accounting, financial reporting 

and audit assurance implications arising from these changes. We have issued two 

Client Briefings which we have shared with  your finance team.  We will issue 

further briefings during the coming year to update the Council on key 

developments and emerging issues.

This significant accounting development is likely to be a significant risk for our 

2016/17 audit, so we have already had some preliminary discussions with the 

Council to assess the progress it is making in this respect. Our discussions with 

Council Officers to date has highlighted the following :

• the Council have completed the 2015/16 valuation toolkits reviewing the data 

and the sources of the data as well as the accuracy and inventory of each data 

set

• the Council are confident over the data for carriageways, street lighting and 

traffic management items. More work is being planned in respect of assessing 

the condition of footways and the inventory of street furniture  

• the Council has created the coding for the Highways Network Asset as part of 

the implementation of Oracle Fusion and will work with the engineers to 

apportion any large schemes into the correct asset category where material

• the Council has discussed the timing of the capital expenditure in year and at 

what point the expenditure and condition is picked up within each asset 

management system to ensure they don’t double count the asset value.
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Working with the Council

.

We will also continue to work with you and support you over the next financial 

year. Locally our focus will be on:

• An efficient audit – continuing to deliver an efficient audit. We hold on-

going meetings with senior officers in your finance team and we will continue 

to build on the good progress in streamlining the financial statements 

preparation and audit.

• Improved financial processes – we will focus our work on reviewing the 

progress you are making on strengthening management arrangements over 

budget setting and delivery of financial savings programmes. We will continue 

to monitor your financial position.

• Understanding your operational health – we will focus our value for 

money conclusion work on reviewing the progress implementing your 

Medium Term Financial Plan plans and merger of services with Poole Council 

and keeping up to date with plans to replace the existing nine councils in 

Dorset with two brand new unitary councils. 

.

We will continue to liaise closely with the senior finance team during 

2016/17 on this important accounting development, with timely feedback 

on any emerging issues. 

The audit risks associated with this new development and the work we plan 

to carry out to address them will be reflected in our 2016/17 audit plan.
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Appendix A: Reports issued and fees

Fees

Planned
£

Actual fees 
£

2014/15 fees 
£

Council audit 115,320 115,320 153,760

Russell Cotes Art Gallery and 
Museum Charitable Trust

3,834 3,834 3,834

The Lower Central Gardens 
Charitable Trust

3,834 3,834 3,834

The Five Parks Charitable Trust 3,834 3,834 3,834

Bournemouth Building and 
Maintenance Limited

3,000 8,000 3,000

The Bournemouth Council Group 
Limited

2,000 2,000 2,000

Seascape South Limited 3,000 3,000 N/A

Bournemouth Community Finance 
Limited

2,000 2,000 2,000

Grant certification 6,027 6,027 6,027

Total audit fees (excluding VAT) 142,849 147,849 178,289

We confirm below our final fees charged for the audit and provision of non-audit services

Reports issued

Report Date issued

Audit Plan 20 April 2016

Audit Findings Report 14 September 2016

Annual Audit Letter 20 October 2016

The proposed fees for the year for the Council audit  were in line with the scale 

fee set by Public Sector Audit Appointments Ltd (PSAA). The Bournemouth 

Building and Maintenance Limited income and expenditure was approximately 

£1m in the previous year. For 2015-16 the activity has increased significantly and 

expenditure was £6.6m. As a result we will need to undertake more testing than 

in the prior years

Fees for other services

Service Fees £

Audit related services:

• Teachers Pension grant claim

• Pooling of housing capital receipts

• Homes and Communities Agency grant

3,000

3,000

3,000

Total 9,000
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Executive summary

Purpose of this letter

Our Annual Audit Letter (Letter) summarises the key findings arising from the 

work that we have carried out at Bournemouth Borough Council (the Council) for 

the year ended 31 March 2016.

This Letter is intended to provide a commentary on the results of our work to the 

Council and its external stakeholders, and to highlight issues that we wish to draw 

to the attention of the public.  In preparing this letter, we have followed the 

National Audit Office (NAO)'s Code of Audit Practice (the Code) and  Auditor 

Guidance Note (AGN) 07 – 'Auditor Reporting'.

We reported the detailed findings from our audit work to the Council's Audit and 

Governance Committee as those charged with governance in our Audit Findings 

Report on 14 September 2016.

Our responsibilities

We have carried out our audit in accordance with the NAO's Code of Audit 

Practice, which reflects the requirements of the Local Audit and Accountability 

Act 2014 (the Act). Our key responsibilities are to:

• give an opinion on the Council's financial statements (section two)

• assess the Council's arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and 

effectiveness in its use of resources (the value for money conclusion) (section 

three).

In our audit of the Council's financial statements, we comply with International 

Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland) (ISAs) and other guidance issued by the 

NAO.

Our work

Financial statements opinion

We gave an unqualified opinion on the Council's financial statements on 15 

September 2016.

Value for money conclusion

We were satisfied that the Council put in place proper arrangements to ensure 

economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources during the year ended 

31 March 2016. We reflected this in our audit opinion on 15 September 2016.
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Whole of government accounts 

We completed work on the Council's consolidation return following guidance 

issued by the NAO and issued an unqualified report on15 September 2016 .

Certificate

We certified that we had completed the audit of the accounts of the Council in 

accordance with the requirements of the Code on 15 September 2016  

Certification of grants

We also carry out work to certify the Council's Housing Benefit subsidy claim on 

behalf of the Department for Work and Pensions. Our work on this claim is not 

yet complete and will be finalised by 30 November 2016. We will report the results 

of this work to the Audit and Governance Committee in our Annual Certification 

Letter.

We would like to record our appreciation for the assistance and co-operation

provided to us during our audit by the Council's staff.

Grant Thornton UK LLP

October 2016
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Audit of  the accounts

Our audit approach

Materiality

In our audit of the Council's accounts, we use the concept of materiality to 

determine the nature, timing and extent of our work, and in evaluating the results 

of our work. We define materiality as the size of the misstatement in the financial 

statements that would lead a reasonably knowledgeable person to change or 

influence their economic decisions. 

We determined materiality for our audit of the Council's accounts to be 

£9,576,000, which is 2% of the Council's gross revenue expenditure. We used this 

benchmark, as in our view, users of the Council's accounts are most interested in 

how it has spent the income it has raised from taxation and grants during the year. 

We also set a lower level of specific materiality for certain areas such as cash, 

related party  transactions, senior officer remuneration and Members allowances. 

We set a lower threshold of £479,000,  above which we reported errors to the 

Audit and Governance Committee in our Audit Findings Report.

The scope of our audit

Our audit involves obtaining enough evidence about the amounts and 

disclosures in the financial statements to give reasonable assurance that they are 

free from material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or error. 

This includes assessing whether: 

• the Council's accounting policies are appropriate, have been consistently 

applied and adequately disclosed; 

• significant accounting estimates made by management are reasonable; and

• the overall presentation of the financial statements gives a true and fair view.

We also read the Narrative Report and Annual Governance Statement to check 

they are consistent with our understanding of the Council and with the accounts 

on which we give our opinion.

We carry out our audit in line with ISAs (UK and Ireland) and the NAO Code 

of Audit Practice. We believe the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient 

and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Our audit approach was based on a thorough understanding of the Council's 

business and is risk based. 

We identified key risks and set out overleaf the work we performed in response 

to these risks and the results of this work.
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Audit of  the accounts  Council

Risks identified in our audit plan How we responded to the risk

Management over-ride of controls

Under ISA (UK&I) 240 it is presumed  that the risk of  
management  over-ride of controls is present in all entities.

As part of our work we have:

• Reviewed the Council's entity level controls.

• Tested journal entries.

• Reviewed accounting estimates, judgements and decisions made by management.

• Reviewed unusual significant transactions.

We did not identify any issues to report. 

Valuation of property, plant and equipment
The Council revalues its assets on a rolling basis over a five 
year period. The Code requires that the Council ensures that  
the carrying value at the balance sheet date is not materially 
different from the current value. This represents a significant 
estimate by management in the financial statements.

As part of our audit work we have: 

• Reviewed management's processes and assumptions for the calculation of the estimate.

• Reviewed the competence, expertise and objectivity of any management experts used.

• Reviewed the instructions issued to valuation experts and the scope of their work.

• Discussed with the Council's valuer the basis on which the valuation was carried out, challenging the key 
assumptions.

• Reviewed and challenge the information used by the valuer to ensure it was robust and consistent with our 
understanding.

• Tested revaluations made during the year to ensure they were input correctly into the Council's asset register.

• Evaluated the assumptions made by management for those assets not revalued during the year and how 
management satisfied themselves that these  were not materially different to current value.

We did not identify any issues to report. 

One-off/unusual transactions
The Council Implementation a new accounting system to Oracle 
Fusion from the start of the year

• Verified that the opening balances have been correctly transferred into the new system.

• Walked through the significant cycles to identify the controls in place

• Tested the IT entity controls within the new system

We did not identify any issues to report. 

These are the risks which had the greatest impact on our overall strategy and where we focused more of our work. 
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Audit of  the accounts
Audit opinion

We gave an unqualified opinion on the Council's accounts on 15 September 2016, in 

advance of the 30 September 2016 national deadline.

The Council made the accounts available for audit in line with the agreed timetable. The 

Council has increased the number of working papers provided for audit. The quality of 

the working papers has strengthened from prior years, but this still remains an area where 

further improvements are required. In particular, audit trails supporting the year end 

balances for Debtors and Creditors balances needed to demonstrate the year end 

balances not the movements in the year. We will continue to work with the Council to 

refine the working papers further for 2016/17. The finance team responded promptly 

and efficiently to our queries during the course of the audit.

The change of the accounts preparation deadline from 30 June to 31 May and auditor 

deadline from 30 September to 31 July for 2017-18 will be a challenge for the Council. 

The Council will need to review their closedown timetable with the aim of bringing 

forward tasks and reviewing areas where a greater use of estimates will be required. The 

commitment of council officers outside of central finance to the accounts process will 

also be crucial in assisting with earlier closedown. The Council needs  to start planning 

for this change now and should aim to achieve a sign off of its 2016-17 audited financial 

statements in the first week of September at the latest.

Issues arising from the audit of the accounts

We reported the key issues from our audit of the accounts to the Council's Audit and 

Governance Committee on 14 September 2016. 

In addition to the key audit risks reported above, we identified one adjustment affecting 

the Council's reported financial position. The draft financial statements for the year 

ended 31 March 2016 recorded a net deficit on total comprehensive income and 

expenditure of £41,361k; the audited financial statements disclosed net deficit on total 

comprehensive income and expenditure of £48,803k.  This increase of £7,442k resulted 

from revised pension statements received from the actuary after the Council submitted 

their financial statements for audit.

A few disclosure changes to the financial statements  resulting from the audit 

were identified, the most significant was a  misclassifications of Debtor and 

Creditor balances of £6,207k . The Council amended the final version of their 

financial statements to correct all disclosure issues.

Annual Governance Statement and Narrative Report

We are also required to review the Council's Annual Governance Statement 

and Narrative Report. It published them on its website with the draft accounts 

in line with the national deadlines. Both documents were prepared in line with 

the relevant guidance and were consistent with  the supporting evidence 

provided by the Council and with our knowledge of the Council. 

Whole of Government Accounts (WGA) 

We carried out work on the Council's consolidation schedule in line with 

instructions provided by the NAO . We issued a group assurance certificate 

which did not identify any issues for the group auditor to consider.

Other statutory duties 

We also have additional powers and duties under the Act, including powers to 

issue a public interest report, make written recommendations, apply to the 

Court for a declaration that an item of account is contrary to law, and to give 

electors the opportunity to raise questions about the Council's accounts and to 

raise objections received in relation to the accounts. We have not had to use 

any of these additional powers.
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Value for Money conclusion

Background

We carried out our review in accordance with the NAO Code of Audit Practice 

(the Code), following the guidance issued by the NAO in November 2015 which 

specified the criterion for auditors to evaluate:

In all significant respects, the audited body takes properly informed decisions and deploys resources 

to achieve planned and sustainable outcomes for taxpayers and local people. 

Key findings

Our first step in carrying out our work was to perform a risk assessment and 

identify the key risks where we concentrated our work.

The key risks we identified and the work we performed are set out in table 2 

overleaf.

Overall VfM conclusion

We are satisfied that in all significant respects the Council put in place proper 

arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of 

resources for the year ending 31 March 2016.
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Value for Money 

Risk identified Work carried out Findings and conclusions

Kier/Mouchel contract
The Council cancelled its contract with 
Kier/Mouchel and bought the Revenues 
and Benefits, Human Resources, IT and 
Facilities Management services back in
house on 1 June 2016.

We reviewed the project management and risk 
assurance frameworks established by the Council to 
establish how it  identified, managed and monitored 
the risk of transitioning these services.

Overall we have found that the Council had put in place robust arrangements to 
transfer services back in house. We observed good project governance in 
place, with clear roles and responsibilities outlined in the governance structure.  
A detailed project plan and risk register was kept updated throughout the 
transfer and post transfer stage. A joint exit plan was in place between the 
Council and Keir to ensure smooth cessation of the outsourced contract and 
transfer of services to the Council.

On that basis we concluded that the risk was sufficiently mitigated and the 
Council has proper arrangements in place.

Financial outturn and Financial 
sustainability
The Council forecast that it will incur a 
surplus in 2015/16 of £0.9million. 
However, with future reductions in Central 
Government funding. The Council had 
identified a funding gap of £8million for 
2017/18 and £16.4m for £2019/20.

We reviewed the Council's arrangements for putting 
together and agreeing its budget, including 
identification of savings plans; and its arrangements 
for monitoring and managing delivery of its budget 
and savings plans for 2015/16, including the impact 
on service delivery. As part of our review we 
reviewed and assess the robustness of the medium 
term financial plan and outlined possible challenges 
and areas of risk as the Council moves forward.

Despite the loss of funding from Government and increasing demands and 
pressures on services an overall positive outturn position of £1,330k has been 
achieved in 2015/16. The outturn surplus has been achieved despite significant 
service pressures and on-going increasing demand for key statutory services 
within Adults’ and Children’s services as well as significant cost pressures 
experienced within Environment and Regeneration service. 

Unearmarked Reserves have reduced from £10.4m at the start of the 2015/16 
financial year to £8.5m as at 31st March 2016. This enabled the Council to 
support service delivery and to meet its challenging savings targets by creating 
and utilising where needed the central revenue contingency.

Earmarked Reserves have reduced from £33.8m at the start of the financial 
year to £24.3m as at the 31st March 2016. This was partly due to applying 
resources in line with the reason for them having been earmarked and partly as 
per the agreed changes in line with the 2016/17 Budget Report.

On that basis we concluded that the risk was sufficiently mitigated and the 
Council has proper arrangements in place.

The financial position for 2016/17 remains challenging. The Council are 
forecasting a £3.8m deficit with the main areas of overspend in Adult Social 
Care and Environmental services. The Council is working to reduce these 
overspends. Work is also continuing on closing the 2017/18 financial gap and 
cumulative gap to March 20120 of £7.3m and £13.7m respectively. 

Table 2: Value for money risks
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Working with the Council

Our work with you in 2015/16

We are really pleased to have worked with you  over the past year. We 

have established a positive and constructive relationship. Together we 

have delivered some great outcomes. 

An efficient audit – we delivered the accounts audit 15 days before the 

deadline and in line with the timescale we agreed with you. The on site 

post statements fieldwork commenced on 1 August 2016 and was 

completed by the end of the month which is an improvement  on previous 

years.

Our audit team are knowledgeable and experienced in your financial 

accounts and systems. Our relationship with your team provides you with 

a financial statements audit that continues to finish ahead of schedule 

releasing your finance team for other important work. 

Improved financial processes – during the year we reviewed your 

financial systems and processes including employee remuneration, non-

pay expenditure and property plant and equipment. We made 

recommendations to improve controls over coding items on the financial 

ledger, the IT environment, revaluation of assets and bank reconciliations.

Understanding your operational health – through the value for money 

conclusion we provided you with assurance on your operational 

effectiveness over the transition of services from Kier/Mouchel and on 

progress on meeting your future financial challenges.

Sharing our insight – we provided regular Audit and Governance 

Committee updates covering best practice. Areas we covered included 

Innovation in public financial management, Knowing the Ropes – Audit 

Committee Effectiveness Review, Making devolution work, Reforging local 

government. 

We have  also shared with you our insights on advanced closure of local 

authority accounts, in our publication "Transforming the financial reporting 

of local authority accounts" and will continue to provide you with our 

insights as you  bring forward your production of your year-end accounts.

Thought leadership –We have  shared with you our publication on 

Building a successful joint venture and will continue to support you as you 

consider greater use of alternative delivery models for your services. 

Providing training – we provided your teams with training on financial 

accounts and annual reporting.  The courses were attended by senior 

finance officers.

Providing information – We provided you with access to CFO insights, 

our online analysis tool providing you with access to insight on the financial 

performance, socio-economy context and service outcomes of councils 

across the country.  
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Working with the Council

Working with you in 2016/17

Highways Network Asset 

The Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting (the Code) requires 

authorities to account for Highways Network Asset (HNA) at depreciated 

replacement cost (DRC) from 1 April 2016. The Code sets out the key 

principles but also requires compliance with the requirements of the 

recently published Code of Practice on the Highways Network Asset (the 

HNA Code), which defines the assets or components that will comprise the 

HNA. This includes roads, footways, structures such as bridges, street 

lighting, street furniture and associated land. These assets should always 

have been recognised within Infrastructure Assets. 

The Code includes transitional arrangements for the change in asset 

classification and the basis of measurement from depreciated historic cost 

(DHC) to DRC under which these assets  will be separated from other 

infrastructure assets, which will continue to be measured at DHC.

This is expected to have a significant impact on the Council's 2016/17 

accounts, both in values and levels of disclosure, and may require 

considerable work to establish the opening inventory and condition of the 

HNA as at 1 April 2016.

Under the current basis of accounting values will only have been recorded 

against individual assets or components acquired after the inception of 

capital accounting for infrastructure assets by local authorities.  Authorities 

may therefore have to develop new accounting records to support the 

change in classification and valuation of the HNA. 

.

The nature of these changes means that Finance officers will need to work closely 

with colleagues in the highways department and potentially also to engage other 

specialists to support this work.

Some of the calculations are likely to be complex and will involve the use of 

external models, a combination of national and locally generated rates and a 

number of significant estimates and assumptions.

We have been working with the Council on the accounting, financial reporting 

and audit assurance implications arising from these changes. We have issued two 

Client Briefings which we have shared with  your finance team.  We will issue 

further briefings during the coming year to update the Council on key 

developments and emerging issues.

This significant accounting development is likely to be a significant risk for our 

2016/17 audit, so we have already had some preliminary discussions with the 

Council to assess the progress it is making in this respect. Our discussions with 

Council Officers to date has highlighted the following :

• the Council have completed the 2015/16 valuation toolkits reviewing the data 

and the sources of the data as well as the accuracy and inventory of each data 

set

• the Council are confident over the data for carriageways, street lighting and 

traffic management items. More work is being planned in respect of assessing 

the condition of footways and the inventory of street furniture  

• the Council has created the coding for the Highways Network Asset as part of 

the implementation of Oracle Fusion and will work with the engineers to 

apportion any large schemes into the correct asset category where material

• the Council has discussed the timing of the capital expenditure in year and at 

what point the expenditure and condition is picked up within each asset 

management system to ensure they don’t double count the asset value.
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Working with the Council

.

We will also continue to work with you and support you over the next financial 

year. Locally our focus will be on:

• An efficient audit – continuing to deliver an efficient audit. We hold on-

going meetings with senior officers in your finance team and we will continue 

to build on the good progress in streamlining the financial statements 

preparation and audit.

• Improved financial processes – we will focus our work on reviewing the 

progress you are making on strengthening management arrangements over 

budget setting and delivery of financial savings programmes. We will continue 

to monitor your financial position.

• Understanding your operational health – we will focus our value for 

money conclusion work on reviewing the progress implementing your 

Medium Term Financial Plan plans and merger of services with Poole Council 

and keeping up to date with plans to replace the existing nine councils in 

Dorset with two brand new unitary councils. 

.

We will continue to liaise closely with the senior finance team during 

2016/17 on this important accounting development, with timely feedback 

on any emerging issues. 

The audit risks associated with this new development and the work we plan 

to carry out to address them will be reflected in our 2016/17 audit plan.
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Appendix A: Reports issued and fees

Fees

Planned
£

Actual fees 
£

2014/15 fees 
£

Council audit 115,320 115,320 153,760

Russell Cotes Art Gallery and 
Museum Charitable Trust

3,834 3,834 3,834

The Lower Central Gardens 
Charitable Trust

3,834 3,834 3,834

The Five Parks Charitable Trust 3,834 3,834 3,834

Bournemouth Building and 
Maintenance Limited

3,000 8,000 3,000

The Bournemouth Council Group 
Limited

2,000 2,000 2,000

Seascape South Limited 3,000 3,000 N/A

Bournemouth Community Finance 
Limited

2,000 2,000 2,000

Grant certification 6,027 6,027 6,027

Total audit fees (excluding VAT) 142,849 147,849 178,289

We confirm below our final fees charged for the audit and provision of non-audit services

Reports issued

Report Date issued

Audit Plan 20 April 2016

Audit Findings Report 14 September 2016

Annual Audit Letter 20 October 2016

The proposed fees for the year for the Council audit  were in line with the scale 

fee set by Public Sector Audit Appointments Ltd (PSAA). The Bournemouth 

Building and Maintenance Limited income and expenditure was approximately 

£1m in the previous year. For 2015-16 the activity has increased significantly and 

expenditure was £6.6m. As a result we will need to undertake more testing than 

in the prior years

Fees for other services

Service Fees £

Audit related services:

• Teachers Pension grant claim

• Pooling of housing capital receipts

• Homes and Communities Agency grant

3,000

3,000

3,000

Total 9,000
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